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believe it or not but i actually have a few ideas on how to handle the timeline issue. its not as if
we can completely ignore the original timeline. however, there is such an issue in that the show
ran parallel to the comic book timeline and furthermore did not reflect the events on the comics.

for example, optimus primal apparently only survived the decepticons for five years and then
only in the comic book can we learn what happened to him. same with ironhide, cliffjumper and
most of the autobots. on the other hand, the show appears to have all the same characters in it

though the perspectives it displays are vastly different. therefore, i propose that in this article, we
relate the events of the g1 timeline and the original timeline in chronological order. for the most
part, it will involve events we do not know about. also, we may not have all the main characters
(i.e. galvatron, rodimus, starscream, etc.). i very rarely collect autobot leader figures so didn't
know what to expect. but the movie paints these into a pretty poor light! i have to say that the

90s toy has a damn good design on these guys! i was surprised at how much we get to see them
in the movie as well. there is no joint project between takara and victory studios. the victory

studio line was intended to be primarily a north american line with european based toys released
in japan. the victory studio line continued after the bankruptcy of takara usa and the formation of
takaratomy usa / hasbro. victory studio was intended as a way of releasing figures in the vein of

the g1 "toys-to-go". -- jinjirarewa 16:46, 2 march 2013 (est)
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